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Abstract: Since Noninvasive Follicular Thyroid Neoplasm with Papillary-like Nuclear Features
(NIFTP) was introduced as a new thyroid tumour entity, many studies, and meta-analyses on diag-
nosing NIFTP have been published. NIFTP-revised histopathological criteria emerged in 2018. NIFTP
is defined as a histological entity and its diagnosis requires a careful histological examination. Its
molecular profile is similar to follicular-like tumours. Ultrasound features are unable to differentiate
NIFTP. NIFTP is not a cytological diagnosis, but it influences the risk of malignancy in several
categories of The Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology terminology.

Keywords: Noninvasive Follicular Thyroid Neoplasm with Papillary-like Nuclear Features (NIFTP);
thyroid gland; thyroid papillary carcinoma; histopathology; cytology; ultrasound; molecular
diagnosis; The Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology

1. NIFTP: Historical Overview

In the 1950s and 1960s, thyroid tumour diagnosing was based on the following ar-
chitecture: papillae were the histopathological mainstay for papillary carcinoma (PTC)
and follicles for follicular adenoma/carcinoma [1]. In 1960, Lindsay recognized, for the
first time, the nuclear features of papillary carcinoma in follicular-patterned tumours [2],
but it was later, in 1977, when Chem and Rosai defined the follicular variant of papillary
carcinoma (FVPTC) [3]. In 2000, the proposal of “Well-Differentiated Tumour of Uncertain
Malignant Potential” (WDT-UMP) characterized as an encapsulated tumour composed of
well-differentiated follicular cells with questionable papillary carcinoma nuclear features
and no-invasion was published, but this was not widely accepted [1,4]. The molecular
analyses and positive clinical outcome further supported the fact that encapsulated FVPTC
is an entity distinct form classical PTC and other variants [1]. Finally, an international
multidisciplinary Prof. Yuri Nikiforov led expert panel group including pathologists, clini-
cians and patients issued a diagnostic consensus on a new entity Noninvasive Follicular
Thyroid Neoplasm with Papillary-like Nuclear Features (NIFTP) based on the analysis of
268 cases [5]. In 2017, the entity was implemented in a new edition of a WHO classifica-
tion of tumours of endocrine organs which was also accepted by the American Thyroid
Association in their treatment recommendations [6,7].

A schematic explanation of classification of follicular-patterned thyroid tumours with
papillary-like nuclear feature is shown in Figure 1.
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The main reason for a new nomenclature was the aim to avoid the word carcinoma 
and both the overdiagnosis and overtreatment of tumors with indolent biological be-
havior and a good prognosis [5]. Financial, emotional, and even the psychiatric burden 
of thyroid cancer diagnosis is acknowledged [8]. Nevertheless, Parente et al. found five 
cases (4.9%) that presented with lymph node metastasis and one case with a distant me-
tastasis in their cohort of 102 NIFTPs, that were diagnosed using originally proposed 
criteria [9].  

Moreover, the other authors also reported, in their NIFTP studies, several cases 
with lymph node metastases, highlighting the necessity for stricter diagnostic criteria 
[10,11]. 

 
Figure 1. Classification of follicular—patterned thyroid tumours with papillary-like nuclear fea-
ture. (Abbreviations: FVPTC, follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma; iEFVPTC, invasive 
encapsulated follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma; NIFTP, noninvasive follicular thy-
roid neoplasm with papillary–like nuclear features). 

2. NIFTP: Histopathology 
Originally, the reclassification of noninvasive, encapsulated FVPTC into NIFTP was 

based on international series of 109 cases re-evaluated by 24 thyroid pathology experts. 
Consensus diagnostic criteria were divided into major and minor features and exclusion 
criteria [5]. 

The histopathological diagnostic criteria of NIFTP were revised in 2018. The diag-
nosis of NIFTP requires the primary criteria defined as encapsulation or clear demarca-
tion of the lesion with no vascular or capsular invasion, follicular growth pattern with 
no well-formed papillae, no psammoma bodies and less than 30% of solid, trabecular, or 
insular growth pattern. The assessment of nuclear size and shape, nuclear membrane ir-
regularities and chromatin characteristics concluded as nuclear score of 2 or 3 is re-
quired. Tumour necrosis and high mitotic activity are not acceptable (Figure 2). The 
secondary criteria are not required but may be helpful. The secondary criteria include a 
lack of the BRAFV600E mutation, BRAFV600E-like mutations or other high-risk mutations 
diagnosed by molecular assays or immunohistochemistry [5,12,13]. 

Figure 1. Classification of follicular—patterned thyroid tumours with papillary-like nuclear feature.
(Abbreviations: FVPTC, follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma; iEFVPTC, invasive en-
capsulated follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma; NIFTP, noninvasive follicular thyroid
neoplasm with papillary–like nuclear features).

The main reason for a new nomenclature was the aim to avoid the word carcinoma
and both the overdiagnosis and overtreatment of tumors with indolent biological behavior
and a good prognosis [5]. Financial, emotional, and even the psychiatric burden of thyroid
cancer diagnosis is acknowledged [8]. Nevertheless, Parente et al. found five cases (4.9%)
that presented with lymph node metastasis and one case with a distant metastasis in their
cohort of 102 NIFTPs, that were diagnosed using originally proposed criteria [9].

Moreover, the other authors also reported, in their NIFTP studies, several cases with
lymph node metastases, highlighting the necessity for stricter diagnostic criteria [10,11].

2. NIFTP: Histopathology

Originally, the reclassification of noninvasive, encapsulated FVPTC into NIFTP was
based on international series of 109 cases re-evaluated by 24 thyroid pathology experts.
Consensus diagnostic criteria were divided into major and minor features and exclusion
criteria [5].

The histopathological diagnostic criteria of NIFTP were revised in 2018. The diagnosis
of NIFTP requires the primary criteria defined as encapsulation or clear demarcation of
the lesion with no vascular or capsular invasion, follicular growth pattern with no well-
formed papillae, no psammoma bodies and less than 30% of solid, trabecular, or insular
growth pattern. The assessment of nuclear size and shape, nuclear membrane irregularities
and chromatin characteristics concluded as nuclear score of 2 or 3 is required. Tumour
necrosis and high mitotic activity are not acceptable (Figure 2). The secondary criteria are
not required but may be helpful. The secondary criteria include a lack of the BRAFV600E

mutation, BRAFV600E-like mutations or other high-risk mutations diagnosed by molecular
assays or immunohistochemistry [5,12,13].

The fourth edition of the WHO Classification of Tumours of Endocrine Organs defined
NIFTP as follows “non-invasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear
features (NIFTP) is a non-invasive neoplasm of thyroid follicular cells with a follicular
growth pattern and nuclear features of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) that has an
extremely low malignant potential” [6]. The word “carcinoma” is replaced by the word
“neoplasm” as a real-life adoption of a new terminology, rather than as an academic
etymology exercise [8]. Of note, the press reported NIFTP as a benign tumour, despite it
was seen as a preinvasive neoplasm best compared to in situ carcinoma of the breast [14].
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A thorough pathological work-up is needed. The overall microscopic examination to
assess the entire capsule and the absence of true papillae, psammoma bodies, exclusive
growth pattern and necrosis is warranted [14,15]. NIFTP does not require formal stag-
ing [15]. Interestingly, several cases of NIFTP with metastases were recently published.
Most of them showed lymph node metastases, though two NIFTP were associated with
distant bone and pulmonary metastases as well [9,11,16,17]. If all these NIFTP cases met
the revised morphological diagnostic criteria, these findings illustrate very well that despite
the prognosis of NIFTP being previously declared as excellent, the risk of adverse outcomes
due to metastases is not negligible. Therefore, the continuing follow-up of NIFTP patients
is necessary to avoid the unwanted progression of the disease [16,17]. Open questions
to be answered concern micro-NIFTP, oncocytic NIFTP, multifocal NIFTP, and long-term
prognostic implications [14].
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Figure 2. Encapsulated thyroid tumour formed by microfollicles fulfilling the histopathological
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3. NIFTP: Epidemiology

The original rate of 18.6%, among 3400 PTC cases, published in a seminal paper [5] has
been shown to be higher than average in recent analyses. The recent meta-analysis showed
the worldwide NIFTP incidence to be 6%, with an Asian vs. Western discrepancy [18].
The Asian continent was represented by 28 institutions from 9 countries and the incidence
varied from 0.4% in China to 14.4% in India with 2.1% NIFTP Asian rate on average [18].
The reasons for discrepancy are multifactorial, and may be as follows: racial and ethnical
background and mutation profile represent biological factors [18], but the threshold for
diagnosing PTC nuclear features was shown to differ in American vs. Japanese and
Korean series [18–22]. In addition, data collection from surgical or cytological databases
played a role [18]. Furthermore, in 2018 NIFTP criteria were refined, leading to a decline
of almost 2.5 in NIFTP incidence [18]. The entire capsule assessment was suggested to
enhance the detection of capsular invasion [18]. In contrast, active surveillance without
surgical resection is the preferred practice in Asia, which can also contribute to biases [23].
Interestingly, in addition to a significant reduction of FVPTC, a modest reduction of PTC
prevalence is expected following the introduction of NIFTP into practice [24].

4. NIFTP: Molecular Studies

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data showed that differentiated thyroid carcinoma
is a tumour with one of the lowest tumour mutational burdens. A single driver gene
alteration, such as BRAF and RAS mutations, or fusion genes, is involved in the develop-
ment of neoplasm constitutive of the MAPK (mitogen activated protein kinase) signaling
pathway [25]. The additional genetic alterations may modify the biological behavior of
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thyroid tumours, for instance TERT reactivation prevents telomere shortening and has
been associated with a poor outcome of differentiated thyroid cancer [26]. The results of
molecular genetic studies of thyroid neoplasms can be translated into clinical practice as an
ancillary tool for diagnosis and prognosis evaluation.

After the establishment of NIFTP as a new thyroid tumour entity in 2016, researchers
aimed to determine its molecular profile. Researchers focused on molecular, genetic and/or
immunohistochemical testing with BRAFV600E mutation and other high-risk mutations (for
example TERT promoter mutation) that were not fully compatible with the diagnosis of
NIFTP [12,13]. With respect to original morphological criterion “less than 1% papillae in
NIFTP”, molecular differences between “NIFTP with papillae” and “NIFTP without papil-
lae at all” were described. Particularly, the former feature was associated with a BRAFV600E

mutation that may be responsible for a worse clinical prognosis and recurrence [11,27]. This
fact contributed to the critical revision and establishment of the stricter diagnostic criteria
for NIFTP in 2018 [12,13]. As mentioned earlier, NIFTP diagnostic criteria are histological
and do not require the secondary diagnostic criteria. Nevertheless, the additional molecular
criteria are considered helpful [12].

Molecular analysis can serve as an additional method in a subset cases of NIFTP, for
instance, in tumours larger than 4cm in size when the entire parenchyma is not sampled [28]
or in nodules that are difficult to classify based on cytologic features alone [29].

In the light of molecular genetic characteristics of NIFTP, the published results are con-
flicting. NIFTPs are primarily associated with activating mutations of RAS genes (mutation
of NRAS gene predominates above HRAS and KRAS genes mutations) found in 30–67%
of cases [30–32]. This molecular feature is similar to follicular-patterned thyroid tumours.
Less commonly NIFPTs harbor PAX8-PARG gamma and THADA rearrangements [30,33,34].
No RET/PTC rearrangements were described in NIFTP. None of the mutations detected
in NIFTPs are pathognomonic of this entity [35]. Variability and overlapping of genetic
profiles of NIFTP were presented by several authors. Pool et al. used commercially avail-
able molecular tests Afirma and Thyroseq and revealed the molecular diversity of NIFTPs
with cases grouped into “BRAF-like”, “RAS-family-like”, and “THADA-like” [33]. The
most common variant of BRAF mutation in NIFTP is BRAFK601E mutation associated with
better outcome comparing with BRAFV600E one [36–38]. Nevertheless, BRAFV600E mutation
was also sporadically reported, including two Korean studies with the frequency 8–28% in
NIFTP [10,27,39]. Less common molecular abnormalities in tumours featuring NIFTP were
also documented, such as TERT promoter (TERTp) mutation and ETV6-NTRK3 fusion [40].
Although these high-risk mutations were described as indicators of poor prognosis in differ-
entiated carcinomas, no prognostic association was revealed between TERTp mutation and
NIFTP [41]. Because such mutations represent the exclusion criterion for NIFTP diagnosis,
an extensive search for morphologic exclusion criteria should be conducted [12].

Recently, Kuchareczko et al. compared NIFTPs diagnosed according to both initial
(2016) and revised (2018) diagnostic criteria in their study. They found a BRAFV600E

mutation in the former NIFTP diagnostic group only, but not in revised NIFTP cases.
However, other high-risk mutations (e.g., TERT promoter mutation and TP53 mutation)
were found in both groups of NIFTP [42]. In accordance with this study, Sohn et al. also
detected BRAFV600E mutation in invasive encapsulated FVPTC (iEFVPTC) (9.1%) and
infiltrative FVPTC (37.5%), but in none of the 10 NIFTP in their series, which were classified
according to revised criteria [43]. If high-risk mutations are revealed in NIFTP cases, such
tumours require more intensive search for invasive feature and papillae as well as the
long-term follow-up [12,42]. Any high-risk mutations constitute the exclusion criterion
for NIFTP diagnosis [12]. The association of NIFTP metastatic phenotype with high-risk
mutation seems to be one of possible explanation of published cases [9,11,16,17]. Therefore,
further studies including molecular profiles of these metastatic cases are required.

Although NIFTP was considered to be a variant of papillary carcinoma before its re-
classification, its molecular profile is better matched to follicular tumours, namely follicular
adenoma, follicular carcinoma, and invasive encapsulated FVPTC (iEFVPTC). Accord-
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ing to some authors, NIFTP is molecularly distinct both from infiltrative FVPTC and
from classical PTC, but only few molecular differences were found between NIFTP and
iEFVPTC [43,44]. NIFTP and iEFVPTC show shift from BRAFV600E-like to RAS-like molecu-
lar signature, but an overlapping molecular profile with various papillary and follicular
neoplasms exists [33,45]. NIFTP molecular diversity and overlaps could also contribute to
the discrepancy among studies [12].

Taken together, NIFTP molecular profiles are closer matched to follicular-pattern
thyroid tumours, which is a predominant activating mutation of the RAS gene and other
less common genetic alterations, such as PPARG and THADA fusions and BRAFK600E

mutations, which are mainly detected [33]. However, to date, a NIFTP-specific molecular
profile has not been established, therefore strict morphological criteria for NIFTP are
fundamental in diagnosis of this lesion and molecular indicators may aid only to avoid the
overdiagnosis or to neglect lesions with more aggressive behavior [45].

In addition to molecular genetic testing, the epigenetic analysis of thyroid neoplasms
including newly established NIFTP lesion has been lately performed. Attention was paid
to non-coding RNA, namely on microRNA (miRNA; miR) [46–48]. MiRNA molecules
play a crucial role for cell differentiation, migration, and invasion by regulating target
genes of various signaling pathway [49,50]. Various studies focused predominantly on the
expression profiles of selected microRNA in subtypes of PTC and NIFTP [46–48]. Jahanbani
et al. demonstrated miR-222-3p and miR-146-5p to be useful discriminatory markers
between follicular variant of PTC and NIFTP [46]. A different study presented by Park et al.
identified three miRNA markers (miR-21; miR-136, and miR-127) with low expression levels
in NIFTP in contrary to their high level of expression of these miRNAs in differentiated
thyroid cancers, especially in follicular and other variants of PTC with metastases and a
more aggressive outcome [47]. Borelli et al. introduced a whole panel of miRNAs that
showed differential expression between follicular adenomas, NIFTP and iFVPTC. Thus,
some of the presented miRNAs may be promising discriminatory markers [48]. In addition
to miRNA, the potential emerging diagnostic role of long non-coding RNA in thyroid
lesions is emerging too [51].

5. NIFTP: Ultrasonographic Studies

On the ultrasound (US) level, the NIFTP is an oval, well-circumscribed nodule with
well detected margins and variable echogenicity, which may be hypoechoic, isoechogenic
or heterogeneous [52,53]. However, echogenicity feature assignment is subject to inter-
observer variation with very low agreement [54]. A US grading of risk of malignancy of
thyroid nodules was included in the guidelines on thyroid cancer management that was in-
troduced by the British Thyroid Association (BTA) in 2014 [55]. A new standardized system
for the classification and management of thyroid nodules based on US features (e.g., the
Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System, TI-RADS) was created in 2017 by The Ameri-
can College of Radiology (ACR). The aim of the system was to improve thyroid-nodule
management, based on an US assessment across five categories–composition, echogenicity,
shape, margin, and echogenic foci- and subsequent five suspicion levels. Features of each
category are associated with 0–3 points that determine for every nodule its suspicion level,
which range from TR1 (benign) to TR5 (highly suspicious) [56,57]. In addition to ACR-TI-
RADS system, similar ultrasound risk–stratification systems were established by Korean
Society of Thyroid Radiology (K-TI-RADS), American Thyroid Association (ATA-TI-RADS)
and by the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, the American College of
Endocrinologists and Assoziatione Medici Endocrinologi (AACE/ACE/AME-TI-RADS) to
identify high-risk thyroid nodules and evaluate the need for fine-needle aspiration [58,59].
Recently, a scoring system based on artificial intelligence (AI), known as AI-TI-RADS, was
proposed as an attempt to refine some previous TI-RADS systems [55]. The ACR-TI-RADS
classification system seems to be the best for the determination of cytologically high-risk
nodules according to some authors [59,60]. However, there is still no generally accepted
consensus on the most efficient TI-RADS stratification model, since the results of the studies
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are not straightforward. A variety of US grading systems have comparable diagnostic
performance, namely, high sensitivity for predicting thyroid nodule malignancy while there
are discrepancies in other parameters as highlighted by Watkins et al. [55].

Several studies, recently, have focused on the US diagnosis of NIFTP as well as
on the differentiation between NIFTP and both encapsulated and infiltrative forms of
FVPTC [61–65]. These studies evaluated thyroid nodules risk-stratification using different
guidelines. They concluded that NIFTP nodules were not highly suspicious in the US
criteria (TR5 on ACR score) while TR5 was detected in EFVPTC with low frequency
(from 8% to 14.6%) and in IFVPTC with high frequency (range 64–65.3%) [61–63,65–67].
Rosario et al., in agreement with ACR-TI-RADS, confirmed that the majority of NIFTP
were assigned as TR3 (mildly suspicious) and TR4 (moderately suspicious) [68]. A highly
suspicious ultrasound (TR5) seems, therefore, to be a good marker against diagnosis of
NIFTP before surgery.

The other studies attempted to compare US characteristics between NIFTP and similar
non-NIFTP tumours (classical and follicular variants of PTC, follicular adenoma, etc.).
Significant US differences between both groups were confirmed regarding predominantly
echogenicity, margins, microcalcifications, and Doppler flow pattern. Prevalent non-suspect
US NIFTP characteristics encompass iso- and hyperechoic features, regular smooth mar-
gins, perinodular and intranodular Doppler flow pattern and the absence of microcalci-
fications [53,64,67]. Similar non-suspect US features were described by Brandler et al. in
follicular adenomas [35]. Conversely, Brandler et al. described no significant differences in
echogenicity between NIFTP and PTC [35]. Significant differences were confirmed in the US
profile of NIFTP and iFVPTC and classical PTC, while differentiation between NIFTP and
invasive EFVPTC is more difficult because of the overlapping US characteristics [62,64,68].
Doppler US in NIFTP and iEFVPTC is inconclusive, showing no significant differences in
intranodal vascularity, which is indicative of a malignancy [62,64,68,69].

A robust multicenter study of 257 thyroid nodules with indeterminate fine needle
aspiration cytology, US pattern (based on American Thyroid Association [ATA] and The
American College of Radiology Thyroid Image Reporting and Data System [TI-RADS]
US risk-stratification systems) and ThyroSeq v3 molecular testing to refine cancer/NIFTP
probability in thyroid nodules was recently published. They concluded that no statisti-
cally significant advantages for the use of US were found when compared to molecular
testing in terms of their discrimination between benign versus cancer/NIFTP cytologically
indeterminate nodules [70].

In general, US is the pivotal tool used to reveal and characterize thyroid nodules.
However, the conventional US imaging techniques are limited in several aspects, namely,
in inter-observer variability and spatial resolution. Therefore, the introduction of new high-
resolution imaging technologies such as contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) and US-elastography
seem to be the promising diagnostic modalities to assess even better thyroid nodules. CEUS
could improve the evaluation of the vascularity and perfusion of thyroid tumours, that is,
the character of malignant tumours, while US-elastography detects the tissue stiffness due
to fibrosis [71,72]. The combined elastography and traditional US approach has proved
its utility in cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules [73]. One of many elastographic
techniques, qualitative strain elastography, was shown to be a promising diagnostic tool
for the assessment of thyroid nodules with indeterminate cytology. Based on recent studies,
qualitative strain elastography can act as a potential new parameter of the TI-RADS [74].
Moreover, the combined use of classical US diagnostic technique, elastography and vol-
umetric Doppler examination can improve pre-surgical risk assessment of intermediate
thyroid nodules and improve further management of these cases [75]. At moment never-
theless, we are not aware of any study focusing on the detection of NIFTP nodule by listed
new imaging technologies.

An US analysis of thyroid nodules may lead to the detection for NIFTP; however, US
is not able to fully differentiate between NIFTP and iEFVPTC. Therefore, the attempts of
preoperative identifications of NIFTP should always combine ultrasound with fine needle
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aspiration biopsy and molecular analysis. Nevertheless, the final diagnosis is based on the
histological evaluation of the entire thyroid nodule.

6. NIFTP: Cytopathology and Summary of Cytological Studies

NIFTP is not a cytological diagnosis. NIFTP is defined as a histological entity and its di-
agnosis requires a careful histological examination as referenced above. After NIFTP was in-
troduced as a new entity, many studies on the cytology of NIFTP have been published. Sev-
eral studies on cytological diagnostic features showed that features related to NIFTP differ
mainly from PTC cytopathology and to lesser extent from FVPTC cytopathology [67,76–92].

In summary, NIFTP showed architecturally less papillae, psammoma bodies and giant
cells than PTC in cytological specimens. On the other hand, microfollicles were more
frequent in NIFTP than in PTC. On nuclear level, chromatin clearing, contour irregularities,
enlargement, grooves, and pseudoinclusions were statistically significantly more expressed
in PTC cases than in NIFTP cases [67,76–93].

NIFTP revealed similar cytomorphological scores to FVPTC in many of its features.
However, statistically significant differences were revealed between NIFTP and FVPTC
as shown by a recent meta-analysis. NIFTP was more likely to have microfollicles than
FVPTC. On contrary, FVPTC showed papillae, giant cells, nuclear elongation, enlargement,
grooves and pseudoinclusions more frequently than NIFTP. Importantly, the presence of
chromatin clearing, contour irregularities, crowding and psammoma bodies revealed no
statistically significant differences between NIFTP and FVPTC cases [67,76–93].

Despite the cytomorphological differences summarized above, NIFTP is not a cytolog-
ical diagnosis and final diagnosis requires histological assessment.

7. NIFTP: Bethesda Categories and ROM

Fine needle aspirations from the thyroid gland are categorically classified by a six-
tiered system. The Bethesda System for Reporting Thyroid Cytopathology (TBSRTC) was
introduced as the first non-gynecological organ-specific cytopathology terminology in
2010 [94], with the 2nd edition from 2017 taking into the account the introduction of NIFTP
entity [95].

In the majority of published series, NIFTP cases were placed in intermediate categories
of TBSRTC, whereby 29.8% of cases are in atypia of undetermined significance/follicular
lesion of undetermined significance (AUS/FLUS), 28.0% in follicular neoplasm (FN) and
21.2% in suspicious for malignancy (SM) categories. However, 1.8% of the samples were
categorized as non-diagnostic (ND) category, 10.2% as benign category and 8.4% as malig-
nant category according to a meta-analysis conducted by Haaga et al. [93]. Ruanpeng et al.
and Bongiovanni et al. showed, in their meta-analyses, similar NIFTP cases distribution
in TBSRTC categories: 3.6% and 3% cases were placed in ND category, 10.0% and 10% in
benign category, 34.2% and 30% in AUS/FLUS category, 22.7% and 21% in FN category,
22.4% and 24% in SM category and 7.5% and 8% in malignant category [24,96].

Accordingly, the 2nd edition [95,97] revised the calculated risks of malignancy (ROM)
in TBSRTC categories, as non-malignant NIFTP status affects ROM in majority of categories.
In summary, ROMs decreased in the intermediate categories that are characterized by the
high prevalence of histologically diagnosed FVPTC and NIFTP cases [97–100]. In a recent
meta-analysis, pooled risk differences of ROM were performed in each TBSRTC category,
independently resulting in the following reductions: 2.4% (I2 was 0%) in ND, 2.7% (I2 was
2%) in benign, 8.2% (I2 was 43%) in AUS/FLUS, 8.2% (I2 was 53%) in FN, 7.3% (I2 was
89%) in SM, and 1.1% (I2 was 45%) in malignant category when NIFTP was reclassified [93].
Similarly, Layfield et al. conducted a meta-analysis of three published studies and their
own data in 2017, which showed significantly lower ROM in all TBSRTC categories except
for the ND category [101]. On the other hand, Bongiovanni et al. only showed a reduction
in the ROM for SM and malignant categories by 14% and 3%, respectively [102].

Interestingly, the risk differences of ROM were reduced by 2.6% (I2 was 0%) in ND,
2.7% (I2 was 0%) in benign, 4.7% (I2 was 0%) in AUS/FLUS, 6.0% (I2 was 45%) in FN,
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1.8% (I2 was 29%) in SM and 0.3% (I2 was 28%) in malignant category in Asian countries
in comparison to non-Asian countries with corresponding figures being 1.9% (I2 was
0%) in ND, 1.9% (I2 was 5%) in benign, 9.7% (I2 was 52%) in AUS/FLUS, 9.1% (I2 was
27%) in FN, 14.7% (I2 was 73%) in SM and 1.7% (I2 was 0%) in malignant category [93].
The differences between the Asian and non-Asian series were statistically significant in
AUS/FLUS (p = 0.023), FN (p = 0.001) and malignant (p = 0.008) categories, as revealed
in meta-analysis by Haaga et al. [93]. The thyroid pathology practice specificities and
ethnic and mutational background contribute to the differences in Asian and non-Asian
series [23].

When NIFTP incidence was taken into the account, with a 5% NIFTP incidence
threshold, statistically significant differences were observed in AUS/FLUS and FN TBSRTC
categories. In the AUS/FLUS category, the mean decrease in ROM was 13.5% in studies
with >5% incidence and 5.1% in studies with <5% incidence (p = 0.036). In FN category, the
mean decrease in ROM was 17.2% and 5.6%, respectively (p = 0.005) [93].

8. NIFTP: Prognosis and Clinical Work-Up

NIFTP was defined as a “a non-invasive neoplasm of thyroid follicular cells with a
follicular growth pattern and nuclear features of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) that
has an extremely low malignant potential” in the fourth edition of WHO Classification of
Tumours of Endocrine Organs [6]. The definition and terminology switch from carcinoma
to neoplasm [8] also indicates indolent biological behavior and a good prognosis [5,6]. The
updated and stricter histopathological criteria [12] will enhance good NIFTP prognoses,
as possible lesions with adverse prognosis will be excluded. Namely, the presence of
true papillae, psammoma bodies, solid, trabecular, or insular growth pattern and necrosis
are histopathological features with dismal prognostic potential [14,15]. The strict use of
updated histopathological criteria will preserve the low biological potential of NIFTP to
recur or form metastases. Nevertheless, long term data are yet to be reported [14]. A French-
Swiss multi-institutional retrospective study of 363 patients with a median follow-up of
5 years did not report any lymph node metastases nor recurrency in the cohort [103]. A
Canadian series of 102 NIFTP cases with a mean follow up of 5.7 years revealed five lymph
node metastases and one distant metastasis, forming 6% of cases with malignant behavior,
which was nevertheless performed with original criteria [9].

According to the literature on noninvasive encapsulated FVPTC, cases reclassified
into NIFTP were treated by total thyroidectomy often followed by radioactive iodine
treatment [104,105]. Current knowledge of the biological potential of NIFTP will al-
low for a more conservative treatment in the form of a lobectomy [104]. Furthermore,
the Asian approach is far more conservative and even diagnostic lobectomy is thought
harmful [106,107].

9. Conclusions

A new thyroid neoplasm entity NIFTP, identified and discusses as a result of the
diagnostic consensus of an international multidisciplinary expert panel group of pathol-
ogists, clinicians and patients, changed the field of thyroid diagnostics [5]. In 2017, the
entity was implemented in a new edition of WHO classification of tumours of endocrine
organs and was accepted by the American Thyroid Association [6,7]. According to the
stricter and revised histopathological criteria from 2018, the diagnosis of NIFTP requires
encapsulation or clear demarcation of the lesion with no vascular or capsular invasion, a
follicular growth pattern with no well-formed papillae, no psammoma bodies and less
than 30% of solid, trabecular, or insular growth pattern [12]. The original rate of 18.6%
declined after the revised criteria were introduced. NIFTP molecular profile is more closely
related to the follicular-pattern thyroid tumours with a predominant activating mutation of
the RAS gene [33]; nevertheless, an NIFTP-specific molecular profile has not been estab-
lished [45]. On the US level, NIFTP is observable as an oval, well-circumscribed nodule
with well-detected margins and variable echogenicity [52,53]. New, emerging techniques
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such as elastography may have diagnostic potential. NIFTP is not a cytological diagnosis
despite the fact that some cytomorphological differences were found. In the majority of
cytological analyses, NIFTP cases were stratified in intermediate categories of TBSRTC, as
follows: 29.8% in AUS/FLUS, 28.0% in FN and 21.2% SM categories. The 2nd edition of
TBSRTC [95,97] revised the calculated ROMs, as NIFTP affects the ROM in the majority of
TBSRTC categories.
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